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In order to use Bluetooth , a device must be compatible with the subset of Bluetooth profiles
often called services or functions necessary to use the desired services. A Bluetooth profile is a
specification regarding an aspect of Bluetooth-based wireless communication between devices.
It resides on top of the Bluetooth Core Specification and optionally additional protocols. While
the profile may use certain features of the core specification, specific versions of profiles are
rarely tied to specific versions of the core specification, making them independent of each
other. The way a device uses Bluetooth depends on its profile capabilities. The profiles provide
standards that manufacturers follow to allow devices to use Bluetooth in the intended manner.
For the Bluetooth Low Energy stack, according to Bluetooth 4. This article summarizes the
current definitions of profiles defined and adopted by the Bluetooth SIG and possible
applications of each profile. This profile defines how multimedia audio can be streamed from
one device to another over a Bluetooth connection it is also called Bluetooth Audio Streaming.
Each A2DP service, of possibly many, is designed to uni-directionally transfer an audio stream
in up to 2 channel stereo, either to or from the Bluetooth host. In these cases, it is impossible to
connect certain A2DP headphones for high quality audio. This profile is designed to provide a
standard interface to control TVs, Hi-fi equipment, etc. This profile is designed for sending
images between devices and includes the ability to resize, and convert images to make them
suitable for the receiving device. It may be broken down into smaller pieces:. This allows
devices to send text, e-mails, vCards , or other items to printers based on print jobs. It differs
from HCRP in that it needs no printer-specific drivers. This makes it more suitable for
embedded devices such as mobile phones and digital cameras which cannot easily be updated
with drivers dependent upon printer vendors. This provides unrestricted access to the services,
data and signalling that ISDN offers. This is designed for cordless phones to work using
Bluetooth. It is hoped that mobile phones could use a Bluetooth CTP gateway connected to a
landline when within the home, and the mobile phone network when out of range. It is central to
the Bluetooth SIG 's "3-in-1 phone" use case. This profile allows a device to be identified above
and beyond the limitations of the Device Class already available in Bluetooth. It enables
identification of the manufacturer, product id, product version, and the version of the Device ID
specification being met. It is useful in allowing a PC to identify a connecting device and
download appropriate drivers. It enables similar applications to those the Plug-and-play
specification allows. This is important in order to make best use of the features on the device
identified. A few examples illustrating possible uses of this information are listed below:. This
profile provides a standard to access the Internet and other dial-up services over Bluetooth. The
most common scenario is accessing the Internet from a laptop by dialing up on a mobile phone
, wirelessly. It is based on Serial Port Profile SPP , and provides for relatively easy conversion
of existing products, through the many features that it has in common with the existing wired
serial protocols for the same task. The gateway provides a modem interface and establishes the
connection to a PPP gateway. The terminal implements the usage of the modem and PPP
protocol to establish the network connection. In standard phones, the gateway PPP
functionality is usually implemented by the access point of the Telco provider. In "always on"
smartphones, the PPP gateway is often provided by the phone and the terminal shares the
connection. This profile is intended to provide a well-defined interface between a mobile phone
or fixed-line phone and a PC with Fax software installed. Support must be provided for ITU T.
Data and voice calls are not covered by this profile. Provides the capability to add, manipulate
and transfer objects files accounts and folders in an object store file system of another system.
Uses GOEP as a basis. Note: the roles are not fixed to the devices. The roles are determined
when you initiate a signaling procedure, and they are released when the procedure ends. The
roles can be switched between two devices when a new procedure is initiated. AVDTP consists
of a signaling entity for negotiation of streaming parameters and a transport entity that handles
the streaming. Provides the basis for all other profiles. GAP defines how two Bluetooth units
discover and establish a connection with each other. Provides profile discovery and description
services for Bluetooth Low Energy protocol. It defines how ATT attributes are grouped together
into sets to form services. Provides a basis for other data profiles. Based on OBEX and
sometimes referred to as such. This provides a simple wireless alternative to a cable
connection between a device and a printer. Unfortunately it does not set a standard regarding
the actual communications to the printer, so drivers are required specific to the printer model or
range. This makes this profile less useful for embedded devices such as digital cameras and
palmtops, as updating drivers can be problematic. Profile designed to facilitate transmission
and reception of Medical Device data. This profile is used to allow car hands-free kits to
communicate with mobile phones in the car. Version 1. In Audi , with the Audi A8 , was the first
motor vehicle manufacturer to install Bluetooth technology in a car, enabling the passenger to
use a wireless in-car phone. Since then, other manufacturers have followed suit, with many

vehicles, including the Toyota Prius since , Toyota Camry , Infiniti G35 , and the Lexus LS since
Volvo started introducing support in some vehicles in , and as of all Bluetooth-enabled vehicles
support HFP. Bluetooth car kits allow users with Bluetooth-equipped cell phones to make use of
some of the phone's features, such as making calls, while the phone itself can be left in the
user's pocket or hand bag. Companies like Visteon Corp. Most Bluetooth headsets implement
both Hands-Free Profile and Headset Profile, because of the extra features in HFP for use with a
mobile phone, such as last number redial, call waiting and voice dialing. Provides support for
devices such as mice , joysticks , keyboards , and simple buttons and indicators on other types
of devices. It is designed to provide a low latency link, with low power requirements. Keyboard
and keypads must be secure. For other HIDs security is optional. This is the most commonly
used profile, providing support for the popular Bluetooth headsets to be used with mobile
phones and gaming consoles. This is often referred to as the walkie-talkie profile. It is proposed
to allow voice calls between two Bluetooth capable handsets, over Bluetooth. The ICP standard
was withdrawn on June LAP also allows the device to join an ad-hoc Bluetooth network. Mesh
Profile Specification [15] allows for many-to-many communication over Bluetooth radio. It
supports data encryption, message authentication and is meant for building efficient smart
lighting systems and IoT networks. Additionally, application-specific properties has been
defined in Mesh Device Properties [17] Specification, which contains the definitions for all
mesh-specific GATT characteristics and their descriptors. Mostly used for automotive
handsfree use. The MAP profile can also be used for other uses that require the exchange of
messages between two devices. The automotive Hands-Free use case is where an on-board
terminal device typically an electronic device as a Car-Kit installed in the car can talk via
messaging capability to another communication device typically a mobile phone. Android
support was introduced in version 4. A basic profile for sending "objects" such as pictures,
virtual business cards , or appointment details. It is called push because the transfers are
always instigated by the sender client , not the receiver server. This profile is intended to allow
the use of Bluetooth Network Encapsulation Protocol on Layer 3 protocols for transport over a
Bluetooth link. It is likely to be used between a car kit and a mobile phone to:. The Proximity
profile PXP enables proximity monitoring between two devices. This feature is especially useful
for unlocking devices such as a PC when a connected Bluetooth smartphone is nearby. This
profile is based on ETSI It emulates a serial cable to provide a simple substitute for existing RS ,
including the familiar control signals. SPP maximum payload capacity is bytes. Serial Port
Profile defines how to set up virtual serial ports and connect two Bluetooth enabled devices.
SDAP requires that any application be able to find out what services are available on any
Bluetooth enabled device it connects to. This profile allows devices such as car phones with
built-in GSM transceivers to connect to a SIM card in a Bluetooth enabled phone, thus the car
phone itself doesn't require a separate SIM card and the car external antenna can be used.
Information on phones that support SAP can be found below:. Officially lack of support [30]. As
this profile originated as part of the infrared specifications but has been adopted by the
Bluetooth SIG to form part of the main Bluetooth specification, it is also commonly referred to
as IrMC Synchronization. For Bluetooth, Synchronization is one of the most important areas.
The Bluetooth specifications up to, and including 1. Later, many of the companies in the
Bluetooth SIG already had proprietary synchronization solutions and they did not want to
implement IrMC -based synchronization also, hence SyncML emerged. SyncML is an open
industry initiative for common data synchronization protocol. SyncML is a synchronization
protocol that can be used by devices to communicate the changes that have taken place in the
data that is stored within them. However, SyncML is capable of delivering more than just basic
synchronization; it is extensible, providing powerful commands to allow searching and
execution. This profile allows the transport of a video stream. It could be used for streaming a
recorded video from a PC media center to a portable player, or a live video from a digital video
camera to a TV. Support for the H. Compatibility of products with profiles can be verified on the
Bluetooth Qualification Program website. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
from A2DP. Standardized usage of Bluetooth short-range radio communications. Main article:
Bluetooth mesh networking. Main article: OBEX. Main article: Personal area network. Archived
from the original on Retrieved Retrieved 29 December Retrieved 27 Apr Bluetooth Technology
Website. Bluetooth Security. Artech House. Apple Support. Categories : Bluetooth. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Officially lack of support, but in few models
there is a possibility to add this option. April Range Rover HSE. The car has been very well
matained and has always been garaged. This car features Asanti 3 piece 24 inch wheels. Clean
carfax. Nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp
nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp. Cd player,

climate control, power driver seat, power passenger seat, push button start, sirius xm satellite
radio, tire pressure monitor, fwd, Get more information and car pricing for this vehicle on
Autotra. Jetta SEL 2. For sale by United Auto Group. In pasadena, ca Se trim, pacific blue
exterior and gray interior. Mint condition. We accept all credit and debit cards. Financing
options available. Carfax 1-owner. Turbo charged engine rs package wifi hotspot onboard
hands-free communications system remote engine start driver confidence packa. Get notified
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shaft flexes in steel and graphite to meet your needs and preferences. Selecting the proper
shaft flex for your swing will help you get the most distance and accuracy from every shot.
Generally, players with faster swing speeds require stiffer shafts to keep the ball trajectory
lower, while players with slower swing speeds will require more-flexible shafts to produce a
higher ball trajectory. We recommend that you get fit for the shaft that allows you to play your
best golf. PING offers a variety of grip sizes and styles to fit different hand sizes and texture
preferences. Since grip size influences your wrist action, and therefore the direction of your
shots, it is commonly used by fitters to affect ball flight. PING color-coded grips are available in
six different diameters, and can be further customized with grip tape according to your needs.
Once the neutral grip color code has been determined based on hand measurements, golfers
may consider smaller diameter grips to help control fades and slices, or larger diameter grips to
help control draws and hooks. The Golf Pride Tour Velvet features a state-of-the-art
rubber-blend compound with a non-slip surface pattern for maximum playability and
confidence. The scientifically designed plus-sign texture pulls moisture away from surface to
allow for consistent traction. The Golf Pride Tour Velvet Cord features state-of-the-art
rubber-blend compound with a non-slip surface pattern and embedded cotton twill fibers for
maximum playability and confidence in all weather conditions. The scientifically designed plus
sign texture pulls moisture away from surface to allow for consistent traction. Clubs Irons i

After hitting this sleek, blade-style iron you'll be amazed at its incredible speed, distance, and
towering trajectory, with stopping power that gives you a real competitive advantage. The
forged C maraging-steel face, metal-wood-like construction and hinged cavity create the
conditions for unprecedented speed, power and distance. Find Retailer. Technology Reviews
Specifications Shafts Grips. PING i Technology Powerful Forces A forged, C maraging-steel
face combines with a stainless steel body for metal-wood-like performance, resulting in faster
ball speeds and much longer, higher-trajectory shots with stopping power. Muscle-Back Look
The muscle-back geometry helps to hinge the precision-milled, forged, C maraging steel face,
which flexes, adding dynamic loft while increasing ball speed, trajectory and distance. Compact
Design The clean, blade-style shape with minimal offset produces so much speed and distance
that you'll be able to hit one less club into greens. Precision Grooves, Face The face and
grooves are precision-milled to provide a flat surface for ensuring consistent ball speeds and
reliable ballstriking. HydroPearl Chrome 2. Units 4. Units 5. Units 6. Units 8. Units 9. Units Lie
angle is based on Black Color Code at standard length. Power Spec Loft is a fitting option for
players looking to boost their iron distance or decrease spin to hit a desired trajectory window.
This loft configuration yields functional distance gaps for utilizing a 3-wedge setup or a more
classic loft spec. Club bounce angles will vary slightly if ordered with non-standard loft specs.
Standard swingweights for graphite-shafted clubs are 2 to 3 points lighter than shown,
depending on shaft flex. Achievable swingweights depend on shaft, length and grip
combinations. Available in left- and right-handed models. Looking for more grips? Shop Now.
You Might Also Like. All Clubs. Glide Forged Wedges. Sleek, compact shot-maker's wedge
delivers high spin and with a soft feel, and is highly customizable. G Driver. The G drivers'
streamlined shape advances aerodynamics and stability. G Fairway. The G fairway woods are
our hottest, highest-launching fairway woods ever. G Hybrid. Maraging steel faces with CG
optimization deliver more distance and forgiveness. This site stores cookies on your computer
to improve your browsing experience. By using this site, you agree to our Privacy Policy and
Terms of Use. True Temper Dynamic Gold. True Temper Dynamic Gold KBS Tour. Nippon N. Pro
Modus 3 Project X LZ. True Temper Elevate Golf Pride Tour Velvet. Units Std Ping. Golf Pride
Tour Velvet Cord. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 39 " Rear
head room 38 " Front shoulder room 59 " Rear shoulder room 56 " Front leg room Maximum
cargo capacity Standard seating 5 Exterior Length
2003 ford f150 suspension diagram
ajax electric motor wiring diagram
cat 3126 fuel shut off solenoid wiring diagram
Gross weight 5, lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 1, Payload lbs. Drive type all-wheel
Turning radius Total Cost to Own. See the cheapest Performance Vehicles to Own. Data
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